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Executive Summary 

This week’s update can be read in two ways: either only read the first two pages and you’ll get all you need to know 

going into next week, or read all and you also get a bigger picture view. As such we can also keep the executive 

summary simple: 

1) Still only 3 larger waves up. We need to see 5 larger waves, with thus an additional >50p pullback to 

ascertain 5 waves up are in and thus a new bull has started.  

2) For now the ideal target zone for the current wave up is SPX2075-2080. Secondary targets SPX2095-2115. 

We then expect at least a 50p pullback 

3) SPX 2030-1995 should hold as support 

4) Break below 1995 and then SPX1977 going forward will take the bullish alternate count of the table. 

5) 25+ years of very strong correlation between US and EU markets suggest downside as the EU markets are 

not following through to the upside. 

6) Using the WLSH5000 for form we notice a large fractal forming which if it plays out suggest downside. 
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Elliot wave update 

To keep things simple we will present only 1 elliot wave chart in today’s update. Since you know we track 3 different 

counts for this uptrend (SPX, DOW, NAZ) we refer to our premium member page (current detailed count, 

hyperlinked, please note new password: b&llm#rk^t?).  

Figure 1 shows the two main possible counts on the SPX 

 Bear: major b or primary B underway (red “a”, “b” and yellow “b?”, blue “B?”) 

 Bull: intermediate iii of major 1 underway (red “I”, “ii”, and “iii?”) 

Since there have so far only been 3 larger waves up on the SPX1, we can simple not claim a new bull market has 

started. For that we MUST have 5 waves up (see insert). Period. Hence, until that happens the market still has to 

proof itself. However, we remain open minded and it would be unwise to not track both counts. As such, we can see 

that the last wave (minor 5 of either intermediate c (possible major c) or intermediate iii is about to finish. The ideal 

target is SPX 2075-2080, which is where the green (minor wave) 2.00x 1 Fib extension from 2 resides as well as the 

red (intermediate) 1.382x i Fib-extension. Cont’d next page 

Figure 1. SPX 30min chart: last wave up underway barring another subdivision. Ideal target SPX2075-2080 

 

Note timing is not to scale! 

  

                                                           
1 (1) 1810-1947, (2) 1947-1891 (56p), (3) 1891-2075; with 5 smaller waves up and 4 smaller downs (each of ~30p, 
in bold) within the 3rd wave: 1891-1963, 1963-1932 (31p), 1932-2009, 2009-1969 (40p), 1969-2057, 2057-2022 
(33p), 2022-2072, 2072-2043 (29p), 2043-2075 

http://investingintelligent.com/premium-membership-login/spx-current-detailed-count/
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For the possible bull count, using the insert in Figure 1, we know that 3rd waves typically top at 1.382x (or 1.618x) 

the length of 1. With the minor and intermediate Fib-extensions very close to complete –as aforementioned- we 

should thus expect a pullback >50p to ascertain a larger wave down is developing. This pullback should then hit the 

0.764x extension which is at SPX1997; the 1.00x extension (SPX2029) is also possible: see white box in Figure 1. Both 

are then pullbacks that fit the larger (intermediate) wave iv criteria (>50p), but ONLY if this pullback is then followed 

to a new high above the level from which it started; in this case we would need to see SPX2135ish (the 1.764x 

extension). Then, and only then, do we have 5 waves up and can a new bull be claimed.  

Note the alternative price targets in case SPX2075-2080 is exceeded due to another subdivision of the current up 

wave, which is possible but impossible to foretell: the blue trend line at SPX2095-2100 and then the 1.618x extension 

at SPX2113.  

 

For the bear count, the above mentioned price targets are all valid because C waves relate to the preceding A wave 

as follows: c=a (SPX2028, exceeded), c=1.382x a (SPX2080; almost there), c=1.618x a (SPX2113, requires another 

subdivision). Once the SPX2080 or SPX2113 targets are reached, price then needs to drop below either SPX1997 or 

SPX2029, respectively, to seriously question the possible bull count. A break below SPX1977 at any time going 

forward will take the bull count entirely off the table as 4th waves at that degree do not drop to the 0.618x extension 

(which SPX1977 is; see red arrow Figure 1) 

THIS IS PRETTY MUCH ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW GOING FORWARD INTO NEXT WEEK. THE FOLLOWING PAGES CAN 

BE REGARDED AS ADDITIONAL INSIGHTS AND KNOWLEDGE. THEY ARE OPTIONAL. NICE AND SIMPLE HUH!? 

 

We can see the Blue Primary A and B labels, which we will go into a bit more detail in on page 7 using the WLSH5000 

as example. 
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Market update. 

Looking at the weekly chart (line chart, based on weekly closing prices) we see price has exceeded the 76.4% retrace 

a little bit and is trying to move above the upper green trend line, and has already moved outside the upper red 

trend line, but is right at the orange trendline. All TIs are pointing up; wanting to see higher prices. However, price 

is now back in the “noise” zone; the purple box. It clearly has not made much progress since summer 2014: a buy 

and hold strategy since then at pretty much any given point in time has not mounted to much or any gains at all, 

unless only the large dips were bought. As such this is telling us we’re most likely dealing with a very large topping 

pattern until proven otherwise. 

Figure 2. SPX weekly chart. All TIs pointing up. SAR above price. At trendline resistance.  

 

A.I buy/sell indicator 

MACD 

RSI5 
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The monthly SPX chart –until march 31, 2015- shows positive divergence on the RSI5 between the October 2015 low 

and February 2016 low, green and red lines, and as such the current large up move. We have another none-ideal A.I. 

buy signal (non-ideal as the TIs moved all 3 up simultaneously from >20). And we can see how volume has been 

steadily increasing since the summer of 2014, after a steady decreasing since the March 2009 low. This is the same 

time as the start of the “noise zone” shown in Figure 2. Distribution? Hard to say, but noteworthy. We can observe 

a bearish MACD and tight Bollinger bands: A large –multi month- move is coming. If the bear count pans out it will 

be hard down, if the bull count pans out it will be hard up. That simple.  

Figure 3. SPX monthly weekly chart: Large move coming according to the Bollinger bands 
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We know that the European markets tracks the USA markets very well both long and short term: see figure 2 and 

here. Almost on a 1:1 relationship. What we see is that the UK and German markets (FTSE, and DAX) do not look like 

an impulse since the February low, especially the DAX and both indices have not made much progress the past 

month; in contrast to the US. This should give reason for concern, as there is no reason to believe 25+ years of 

correlation all of a sudden has stopped. Yes, we can come up with several reasons why it may (European QE and 

investor money being put into the US markets), but that is pure speculation. 

Figure 4 A) EU and US related almost 1:1 long term. B) FTSE and DAX do not look as “healthy” as the SPX short term 

 

 

What we can observe, however, is the fractal developing in the FTSE (purple boxes) and the clear 5 waves down on 

the DAX from the December high to the February low, followed by nothing short than a mess till now. Hence, the 

dominate trend is down. The TIs on both charts are not looking long and strong either. 
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http://investingintelligent.com/2016/03/20/what-do-the-european-markets-tell-us-about-the-us/
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Using the WLSH5000 for form, we can possible place a C1 top at the May 2015 high. Price has then made a larger 

abc (A?) down to the February low, and is now in “B?”. Alternatively we can place a failed V at the November 2015 

high. But the more we look at it, the less sense it makes. Why? The blue and red boxes show a fractal is forming. We 

simple connected the highs and lows in each box using the same color and overlaid them with a same start. Loud 

and clear fractal. Given that the current (red) fractal is larger and longer than the prior (blue) fractal we have 

additional clues that we’re dealing with a wave of a larger degree. The orange dotted lines shows the possible path 

forward if the current fractal plays out as the prior. 

Figure 5. WLSH5000: did C1 top in 2015? Possible fractal forming 
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Market breadth 

Despite Friday’s market action NYMO ended down (SPXMO and NAZMO) ended up. This is also evidenced by the fact 

that the WSLH5000 (the whole market) did not advance at all on Friday, and the NYA fell below it’s 200d SMA and 

may try to retest it from below and fail. Current market breadth is not sustainable for a longer term rally.  

Figure 6. NYMO dropped on an up day… 
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Miscellaneous  

VIX is unable to move above its 20d SMA (orange arrows) and as long as it can’t the trend remains down. Currently 

it is well within the “gutter” zone; where often larger tops have been made over the past 2 years. Positive divergence 

is starting to set up but may need to work its way into price first some more. 

Figure 10. VIX in down trend 
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